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Summary 

The dynamics of learning to identify the target interval among similar ones was investigated in two groups of 
subjects (5 persons in each) with different strength of nervous processes according to J. Strelau's questionnaire. 

It was proved that in the group of strong subjects a higher level of identification efficiency estimated ac-
corded to the sensitivity index (d') correlates positively with positive shifting in VHP of the occipital lead. 

As for the group of weak subjects, a lower level of identification efficiency of the target interval corre-
sponds to a higher level of decision criterion and a higher negative amplitude of N 150 in VEP of the vertex 
lead. 

Introduction 

A large number of cognitive operations connected with sensory information processing such as 
perception, retrieval of information from memory, decision making, recording of information in 
memory etc. are expressed in a change of average evoked potentials (Dustman & Beck, 1963; 
Kooi & Bagchi, 1964; Kooi et al. 1972; Sutton et al. 1965; Eason et al. 1966; Karlin, 1970; Ivaniz-ki, 
1974; Dyomina, 1975; Hillyard et al. 1971; Paul & Sutton, 1972, 1973; Picton & Hillyard, 1974; 
Squires et al. 1975; Naatanen, 1975, Naatanen & Michie, 1979). 

There are some reasons to believe that cognitive operation is controlled by its own separate 
nonspecific system of activation and under certain conditions can be regulated independently of the 
others. 

In this investigation we studied activation processes connected with memory mechanism and 
with the formation in memory of the target stimulus model and its reflection in visual evoked po-
tentials (VEP) in particular. 

To perform it we used the method of identification of a target stimulus from a number of similar 
ones. Interstimulus intervals in the range from 1 to 3 sec. were used as stimuli. 

As a rule the subjects have no well formed models of interstimulus intervals of this range. This 
made it possible to follow the dynamics of target model formation in memory and its reflection in 
VEP. 

Time intervals were formed by means of rhythmic light flash blocks at four frequencies: 0.35;    ' 
0.5; 0.6; 0.8 c/sec. The target block was presented up to 10 times before the beginning of the 
experiment. During the experiment the subject did not get any feed back confirming his correct 
choice. The experiments were performed with two groups of subjects differing in the strength of their 
nervous system according to J. Strelau's questionnaire. 

We supposed that the efficiency of learning to differentiate between the time intervals would 
depend on individual characteristics. 

Task performance efficiency was evaluated in two ways: by routine method-by a number of errors 
as such and in the terms of signal detection theory: with the help of the sensitivity index (d') and 
decision-making criterion of the observer. We suppose that the sensitivity index shows accuracy and 
stability of the target model in memory (Klatzky, 1975). 
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Methods 

The experiments were carried out in two groups of subjects (5 persons in each) with "strong" and 
"weak" nervous systems. Two experiments with a week interval between them were conducted 
with each subject. 

The first experiment consisted of three sessions: session I included 4 types of light flashes in 
blocks that were presented at random with the same probability and one of the four frequencies 
was 0.35; 0.5; 0.6; 0.8 c/sec. Each block consisted of 10 flashes, being presented over 10-15 sec in-
tervals. In the session II the instruction was given to differentiate the blocks by the frequency of the 
flashes and react with the hand movements to the blocks equal to the target, presented before session 
II. 

In session III another instruction to react with the hand movements to blocks different from the 
target was used. 

The second experiment was similar to the first one but without session I and the target presentation. 
It included sessions IV and V. 

Occipital and vertex EEG with monopolar leads, EMG of right hand flexors and ECG were re-
corded. The EP averaging was done by the LP 4050 analyser, the number of summations being 
equal to 100. We averaged the EP separately for each of the 4 light flash frequencies in each session. 

The learning efficiency was estimated by the number of correct responses and by d' and Zj/io 
according to detection theory. 

Results 

All the subjects encountered great difficulties when they attempted to identify the target among the 
presented blocks of light flashes. In fact, none of them was able to cope with the task unerringly, 
either in the first, or in the second experiment. 

 
Figure 1. Dynamics of sensitivity index (d') and decision criterion (Zj/io) in the process of training to differentiate 
and to identify time intervals in the group of strong (continuous line) and weak (dotted line) subjects. The 
abscissa axis-number of the session of the experiment. 
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Nevertheless, both groups of subjects learning to differentiate time intervals. The group of the 
strong subjects is characterized by a greater speed of learning and a higher efficiency in performing 
the task in the beginning and as well as in the end of the experiment. The mean number of errors for 
the group of strong subjects was significantely lower than the mean number of the errors in the 
weak subjects. 

The estimation of task performance efficiency, according to the sensitivity index (d') and decision 
making criterion gave the following results: 

The dynamics of a change of d' and Zj/io for strong and weak subjects in the process of learning is 
depicted on Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1 shows that the degree of efficiency of task performance in a weak group (dotted line) ac-
cording to d' is very low and becomes 1.38 times as much towards the end of training. 

As for a strong group (continuous line) during the experiment d' becomes 3.14 times as much. 
This testifies to the productivity of learning process of these subjects. 

In the strong group two processes take place simultaneously: the increase of d' and gradual de-
crease of decision criterion (Zj/io). That means that in the strong group the increase of sensitivity 
index is determined by both the growth of the number of hits and the decrease in the number of 
false alarms. 

The results in the weak group are absolutely different. The sensitivity index does not change 
during the experiments. The decision criterion used by the weak subjects is always higher than in the 
strong group. It varies from session to session, reaching the lower level only in the second 
experiment (IV, V session). 

In the weak group the higher level of decision criterion indicated a great number of false alarms, 
typical of weak subjects. Only in the weak group the high positive correlation is observed between the 
number of hits and the number of false alarms (r = 0.71, p<0.001). 

Thus in the weak group the dynamics of changes in the number of hits is determined mainly by 
shifting the criterion of decision but not by the sensitivity index. 

So, weak and strong groups differed not only in the level of efficiency of task performance mea 
sured by the number of errors and sensitivity index, but also in different strategies of performance 
according to decision criterion. 

 
Figure 2. Dynamics of the VHP transformations for the occipital (OJ and vertex (C2) leads of the "strong" 
subject observed during two experiments on presenting the target stimulus (0.5 c/sec). Roman numerals show the 
number of session. The duration of the VEP-512 msec. Number of summation-100. Horizontal lines-—
baseline calibration signal-5μv. 
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Comparing certain changes of VHP and information processing in the strong and weak groups we 
got the following data: 

In the weak group the amplitude of negative component (N150) in vertex VEP becomes higher 
with the growth of the number of false alarms (z = —Q.52, p = 0.018). 

Correct and wrong identification of target stimulus is accompanied by the growth of the amplitude 
of negative component (N150) (r = —0.52, p = 0.0.3). Meanwhile decrease of negativity of-negative 
component N150 is characteristic of making decisions about mismatching with target. 

Thus, the direction of N150 shifting referred to baseline is determined by the character of decision 
made concerning the identification of the stimulus namaly by evolution of the stimulus as the target. 

No component in vertex and occipital VEP is correlated with sensitivity index in the weak 
group. 

In the strong group correlation between sensitivity index and amplitude of negative component 
(N150) in occipital VEP was discovered. The growth of sensitivity index causes a shifting of the 
negative component (N150) in the positive direction (r = 0.35, p = 0.1). 

The positive correlation may be observed between the positive components (P200) and the 
whole number of correct and wrong decisions about the identification of the target stimulus. In 
this case, the identification of target stimulus is accompanied by the increase of the amplitude of 
P200. 

It is importent to mention that making an opposite decision brings about the decrease of the am-
plitude P200. 

It is of no importance whether the decision is corrector not. 
Fig. 2 shows the dynamics of VEP of the strong subject in the processes of two experiments. 

One can see that positive shifting in occipital VEP occuring before 150 msec and lasting after 200 
msec is the most characteristic feature of VEP changes taking place in the process of learning to 
differentiate time intervals. 

Discussion 

So, weak and strong subjects perform the task of differentiating between time intervals differently. 
While performing a task weak subjects faced a lot of difficulties from the start. They have an indistinct, 
vague target model of interval unlike strong subjects. Almost all the intervals were considered by 
them to be the target one. This stage of task performance resembles the generalization stage of a 
conditioned reflex. It is characterized by a high level of activation and orienting reflex. 

A great number of false alarms indicate this fact, which is seen by some authors as the result of the 
growing level of arousal. Under such conditions, decision making is characterized by a high level 
of uncertainty. In the process of training the information making the target model more accurate is 
recorded in memory, but it is very often false. As a result, the process of target model formation of the 
interval, in fact, has no chance to develop. 

A subj ect facing some hazards has to choose other strategies and is to use stricter criterion of decision 
making. That phenomenon was observed in the group of weak subjects in the second experiment. 

Thus, a subject starting to act more cautiously does not identify all the intervals as target ones. 
New strategies change the correlation between the number of hits and false alarms in favour of 

the former. Objectively, it gives better opportunity for more accurate target model formation in 
memory. 

As a result of sessions IV and V, the weak subjects showed the growth of sensitivity index (d') 
which is accompanied by the decrease of decision criterion (Zj/io). 

A high correlation of the amplitude of negative component (N150) in the vertex VEP with the 
number of false alarms makes it possible to regard it primarily as the index of a subject's activation. 
However, the amplitude of the negative component (N150) depends also on the specific 
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character of the decision made. The growth of negativity is the result of referring the interval to 
the target model. The decision about mismatching the target model causes the decrease of nega-
tivity. 

Consequently, negative shifting and the growth of the amplitude of negative component 
(N150) are the result of identification of the target stimulus when a subject makes a decision on 
identifications with a high level of uncertainty, which brings about the negative emotional reaction. 
That fact was mentioned by Naatanen & Michie (1979) who wrote that negative component (N1) 
invariably comprises a stress element. 

A higher level of efficiency is typical of strong subjects during task performance. It is proved by the 
fact that strong subjects have a higher initial level of sensitivity index and that this parameter grows 
in the process of training. 

Strong subjects have a more accurate and distinct target model of interval; during the experi-
ments it becomes more concrete gradually. 

The process of learning in the group of strong subjects is characterized by positive shifting in oc-
cipital VEP. Positive shifting is found in the place of N150 and P200. It manifests itself in decreasing 
negativity of N150 and in the growth of positivity of P200 referred to baseline. 

According to the data obtained during the experiments in the group of the strong subjects, positive 
shifting of the negative component correlates positively with the sensitivity index and the number 
of hits. Meanwhile, the growth of positivity of positive component (P200) was observed only in the 
case of identification of the target interval, including all the correct and wrong decisions. All the 
above-mentioned facts make it possible to consider positive shifting in the VEP to be the index 
operation of recording in memory the information about the target interval. 

Thus the more a subject is confident of the decision made the earlier the process of information 
recording begins. So the amplitude of negative component (N150) showing the level of activation of 
a subject is substituted for or disguised by its positive shifting. In these cases, when a subject doubts 
and is not sure of the decision made, the operation of information recording in memory is performed 
with greater delay-about 20 msec and even more. This operation is characterized by the growth of 
the amplitude of the positive component (P200). 

Thus, the peculiarities of the process of learning to differentiate time intervals are reflected in 
specific modifications of the VEP phases in the group of the weak and strong subjects. It is sup-
posed that positive shifting in the VEP is the index of activation of memory operations dealing 
with recording of the processed sensory information. 
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